Kyle Motl  
double bass

Saturday, January 31, 2015  
8pm  
CPMC Concert Hall

Program:

*Due pezzi brillanti*  
Stefano Scodanibbio (1956 – 2012)

*S. Biagio 9 Agosto ore 12.07*  
Hans Werner Henze (1926 – 2012)

*Compositions 110A/69Q/23O/69B*  
Anthony Braxton (b. 1945)

*Signs, Games and Messages*  
György Kurtág (b. 1926)

Message—consolation à Christian Sutter
… eine Botschaft an Valérie …
Schatten
Message—consolation à Christian Sutter *alio modo*

*Axe VII*  
Ana-Maria Avram (b. 1961)

- brief pause -

*Sonata K. 34*  
Domenico Scarlatti (1685 – 1757)

Thanks:

Mom and Dad for their ongoing support and encouragement. Mark Dresser for his guidance and insight. Matt Kline and Michael Matsuno for always listening to me play stuff. Jessica Flores and the production crew for all their help making the UCSD music department run. And all of my friends, colleagues, and collaborators for all of the friendship, shared experience, and music making.